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Vojtina Puppet � eater 

Vojtina working with puppets since 1975, has been the o�  cial puppet theatre of Debrecen city since 
1993, welcomes its audience not only with theater productions but also with thematic playhouses and 
exhibitions. Hungarian folk tales give the backbone of their programme but they also choose from 
tales of other nations and works of great tale collectors. � ey perform 4-5 plays a year and keep 4-5 
performances in repertoire from the previous years. In every case they intend that the bacic problem of 
the tales talk to children of today but staging of the performance should be elucidated for all ages.
In 1996 beside theater plays they brought to life a chamber stage called playing theater, that builds on 
interactivity using puppetry tools. For this they formed a workteam, this way two groups work indside 
the same puppet theater which complete each other properly.  In the beginning interactivity, direct 
contact, inviting to play and collective puppet making were their aims.  Nowadays they have puppet- 
making and dancing activities and chamber plays which serve a direct education with theatrical tools, 
collective play and gaining experience. 

Save Me, Please!

Author: Paul Maar
Dramaturg: Jankó Schneider and Viktória Éva Nagy
Designer: Erik Grosschmid
Composer: Ferenc Czapp
Director: Jankó Schneider
Director: Viktória Éva Nagy 
Performers: Péter Hajdú, Krisztina Hell, Mónika Nagy, György Reschofsky, Jankó Schneider, 
Tímea Telenkó-Oláh
Music Contributors: Ferenc Czapp, Zsolt György� , László Papp, Jankó Schneider

“Once upon a time ...” - the tale could be started this way, because in this story there are princesses, princes, 
and even a monster (who, of course, is magically transformed and can’t wait for someone to break the 
spell). Yet things are not happening here as usually in a “once upon a time” fairy tale. Of course, in the end, 
everything here turns to all good, but until then our protagonists get into funny, unexpected and edifying 
adventures, and think a lot of things di� erently then they set o� .
Paul Maar’s tale was a classic folding partition wall play on the stage of the Vojtina Puppet � eater, 
with such a twirling acting that can be an 
experience for both kindergarten children 
and adults.

Recommended from 3 years of age!
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